ROUTE 4: 3 kilometers in the south-east of PASECNA (south of LIPNO reservoir)
start:

road from PASECNA to the south-east

distance:

approx. 2,5 kilometers, (0,5 km to the border, another 2 km to a pick-up-point)

walking_time:

allow a minimum of 1 hour 15 minutes

termination:

main road through OBERAFIESL
leave Pasecna on the road to
south-east /// after approx. 1.500
meters you can see a tree on the
right hand side with a blue-white
mark at the trunk /// leave the
road to the right and walk
straight into the forest /// after 30
meters you cross an artificial
clearing with a circuit line ///
after another 30 meters you cross
an artifical clearing with a grassy
carriage road /// after another 50
meters you cross a swampy
meadow /// go ahead to the south
through the wood /// after approx.
300 meters you should meet the
border-brook /// on the other side
of the brook you should see
young trees /// cross the brook

and after 15 meters you should meet a gravel road /// follow it to the left /// it guides you up the hill (don´t
take the first junction at the left) /// at the crossing continue straigt ahead /// when you meet the big carriage
road follow it to the right /// take the second junction at the left /// the carriage road is grassy and guides you
to a crossing at a clearing /// take the junction half-left (there is an arrow at a trunk with the no.11 which
shows you the direction) /// now follow the edge of the forest on the right hand side /// after 50 meters you
should walk inside the edge of the forest /// it will lead you down to a farm-building on the road /// there you
should arrange your pick-up

Please be sure to read the "General Tips for Refugees" carefully!

when you see the blue -white marking at the trunk leave the road and walk to the south

20 meters after crossing the border-brook you should meet this gravel road

after you reach the clearing follow the edge of the forrest on the right hand side

